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Atom-optics experiments are presented using a time-modulated evanescent light wave as an atomic mirror in
the trampoline configuration, i.e., perpendicular to the direction of the atomic free fall. This modulated mirror
is used to accelerate cesium atoms, to focus their trajectories, and to apply a ‘‘multiple lens’’ to separately
focus different velocity classes of atoms originating from a point source. We form images of a simple two-slit
object to show the resolution of the device. The experiments are modelled by a general treatment analogous to
classical ray optics.@S1050-2947~96!08705-7#

PACS number~s!: 03.75.Be, 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

I. INTRODUCTION

The manipulation of the external degrees of freedom of
atoms has attracted much interest during the last few years
since powerful techniques such as laser cooling have become
available. Today’s experiments are typically in a regime
where a classical analysis in terms of atomic trajectories is
sufficient in some part of the experiment and where a quan-
tum description is required in another region@1#. The present
paper reports on a simple classical model and several experi-
ments concerning the controlled manipulation and measure-
ment of position and momentum of laser cooled atoms using
a mirror formed by a time-modulated evanescent light field.
This type of atom mirror has the advantage that it can be
tailored without any major effort to interact with the atoms
over a wide range of time and distance scales. For slow
modulation the atoms follow classical trajectories during
their reflection, while for fast modulation a full quantum de-
scription is necessary@2#. This is the temporal equivalent of
the transition between ray optics and wave optics for light.

For atom optics one wants to have optical components
such as precisely shaped lenses, apertures, prisms, and mir-
rors of selectable orientation and position. Matter optics,
with electrons, neutrons, and recently also atoms, has for the
most part taken its inspiration from light optics, so that one
envisages the relevant wave moving through a series of ‘‘op-
tical components’’ fixed in space. However, one can influ-
ence the atomic~or electron, or neutron! motion not only
using optical elements with a spatially varying structure
~such as lenses! but also in a very general manner by using
devices that are made to undergo a prescribed time variation.
Sideband generation is a simple example and nowadays a
standard application~using electro-optic modulators! of this
idea in optics. It was realized for neutrons by Felber and his
colleagues@3# using a resonant mode of vibration of a crystal
on which neutrons were reflected. Phase modulation for atom
waves was realized by Steaneet al. @4# using a modulated
atomic mirror similiar to that which will be at the heart of the
experiments to be described in this paper.

The manipulation made possible by a time-modulated
mirror controls the atomic motion along the directionz nor-

mal to the mirror surface, rather than in the transverse direc-
tion x as for most standard optical instruments. For example,
a standard lens will, in general, form the image of a point
(xi ,zi) at a point (xf ,zf). All the rays emerging from
(xi ,zi) arrive at (xf ,zf), no matter what their initial angle of
inclination to thez axis. In our case, we form the image of an
initial event (zi ,t i) at a final event (zf ,t f). All rays leaving
the initial event arrive at the final event, no matter what their
initial velocity along thez direction.

Fast optical components are needed in order to manipulate
the atoms that typically have short interaction times with the
modulating device. While it is difficult to get massive mate-
rial objects, such as a mirror substrate, to move fast enough
~at a frequency of about 1 MHz! ~see, however,@3,5–7#! one
can circumvent this problem by using light fields to produce
all the optical components. These can easily be made to vary
rapidly in time.

The purpose of this article is to point out some general
insights into the manipulation of atoms using time-dependent
fields and, in particular, evanescent fields@8#. In Sec. II we
start out with a derivation of the requirements that have to be
fulfilled by a moving mirror in order to represent the equiva-
lent of an atom lens in the time domain. The treatment re-
mains classical and one-dimensional in this section and leads
to imaging matrices known from standard optics that can be
simplified using a paraxial approximation. The equations are
then generalized to include gravity and are analyzed for
some sample cases. In our experiment the reflecting mirror
potential is generated using an evanescent light field; in order
for the matrix treatment to be applicable to this situation, the
exponential shape of the light potential has to be taken into
account. This is done in Sec. III. Section IV describes the
experimental setup, while Sec. V presents the realization of a
moving mirror employed to play tennis with atoms, to image
a double slit in the time domain, and to split an atomic beam
into a choosable number of resultant beams sorted according
to their velocity.

II. MOVING MIRROR

A. Imaging of particles with a moving mirror

We first consider the effect of a mirror moving at constant
velocity, without specifying the exact nature of the experi-
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mental device that will be discussed in Sec. IV. While the
effect of a stationary mirror is just to invert the sign of the
momentum of the reflected particle (v f52v i), a potential
barrier moving at constant speedvm can impart an additional
momentum kick to the arriving atoms as a tennis racket does
to an incoming tennis ball. After the reflection, the particle
has the velocity

v f52v i12vm . ~1!

This is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Regarding the particle trajec-
tory as a ray, we see that the moving mirror can map a ray
striking its surface onto a ray departing at any angle in space-
time by appropriately choosing the velocity of the mirror.

By allowing more general motions of the mirror surface,
we can use it as a quite general ‘‘optical element,’’ which
maps a group of incident rays onto whatever group of de-
parting rays we require. For example, consider the case of
‘‘imaging’’ in space-time, illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. We start
with the assumption that atoms are emitted at position
z5zi at time t5t i,0. The atomic cloud spreads out due to
its initial velocity distribution and thus arrives at any given
positionz with a spread of arrival times. However, by mak-
ing the mirror surface move appropriately, we can arrange
that the faster parts of the pulse are slowed down, while the
slower parts are speeded up, with the result that the pulse is
recompressed and the whole arrives at positionzf at a single
time instantt f . We definet50 to be the time when the
center of the pulse hits the mirror.

The appropriate motion of the mirror surfacezm(t) is cal-
culated as follows. We consider a particle having initial ve-
locity v i when arriving at the mirror surface at timet and we
require this particle to travel after the reflection a distance
zf2zm(t) in time t f2t. Therefore, it must leave the mirror
surface at velocityv f , which—according to Eq.~1!—
imposes the following requirement for the mirror movement:

2
dzm
dt

5
zf2zm~ t !

t f2t
1
zm~ t !2zi
t2t i

. ~2!

The solution for the time-dependent displacement of the re-
flecting surface can then be shown to be

zm~ t !5
t fzi2t izf
t f2t i

S 12A~ t f2t !~ t i2t !

t f t i
D 1

t~zf2zi !

t f2t i
,

~3!

where we imposed the initial conditionz(0)50. Note that
we have assumed the situationut f u,ut i u.utu and t f t i,0, thus
keeping the argument of the square root positive. The form
of zm(t) is shown in Fig. 1~b!, for the example case
t f522t i , zi5zf . It is reminiscent of a ‘‘concave mirror,’’
although in our case the mirror surface is ‘‘curved’’ in space-
time, not in space. Since a concave mirror has imaging prop-
erties similar to a lens, we will use the phrase ‘‘temporal
lens’’ as well.

B. Paraxial and thin lens approximation

The formula~3! for zm(t) may be expanded in powers of
t aroundt50 to yield

zm~ t !5ut1
1

2
at2, ~4!

where

u5
1

2 S zft f 1
zi
t i
D , ~5!

a5
1

4 S 1t f 2
1

t i
D S zft f 2

zi
t i
D . ~6!

We will use this to construct a ‘‘paraxial approximation’’ for
our time-dependent optical element. Let the ‘‘optical axis’’
be defined by the rays

z~ t !5H tzi /t i ~ t,0!

tzf /t f ~ t.0!.
~7!

We consider only rays close to this axis. A general paraxial
ray starts at timet5t i from position z(t i)5zi1dzi , with
velocity v(t i)5zi /t i1dv i . By calculating the relevant par-
ticle trajectories, and keeping only terms to first order in
dzi , dv i , one finds

S dzfdv f
D 5S 2t f /t i 0

1/t f21/t i 2t i /t f
D S dzidv i

D , ~8!

wheredzf anddv f give the final position and velocity of the
ray, z(t f)5zf1dzf , v(t f)5zf /t f1dv f . Regarding the po-
sitional distribution at timet f as an image of the distribution
at timet i , Eq.~8! shows that the magnification isut f /t i u. The
transfer matrix in Eq.~8! can also be considered as a free

FIG. 1. ~a! Reflection of a classical particle on
a moving mirror.~b! Imaging of a pulse using an
accelerating mirror. Particles emitted from an ini-
tial positionz0 at time t i are reflected on the ac-
celerating mirror. This gives them the velocity
change necessary to compensate for the spread-
ing, causing all the particles to come together
again atz0 at time t f .
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propagation for timet i , followed by the effect of the moving
mirror, followed by a free propagation for timet f :

S 2t f /t i 0

~1/t f21/t i ! 2t i /t f
D 52S 1 t f

0 1D S 1 0

21/f 1D S 1 2t i

0 1 D ,
~9!

where the focal length of the systemf is given by

1

f
5
1

t f
2
1

t i
5

2a

u2zi /t i
. ~10!

Equation~10! is the temporal equivalent of the well known
Gaussian formula for thin lenses 1/f51/do11/di where
do ,di are the distances between object~image! and lens. The
minus sign in front of the lens matrix in Eq.~9! is caused by
the fact that the velocity is reversed upon reflection. In all
practical situations,u.zi /t i since otherwise the mirror
moves downward so fast that the rays never strike it. To find
the position of the ray at some more general timetÞt f , one
simply replacest f in the first matrix in Eq.~9! by t. The
expression for the focal lengthf , Eq. ~10!, is the relative
velocity of the mirror and the incident ray~evaluated at the
reflection! divided by twice the acceleration of the mirror
surface.

While the paraxial approximation implies that the velocity
spread is small compared to the average velocity, we want to
point out that in certain experiments—such as in the realiza-
tion of a Fresnel lens~see Sec. V!—a further simplification is
justified. This second approximation uses the fact that in the
particular caseu50 the mirror coordinate varies only in sec-
ond order as a function of time and can thus be assumed to
be stationary@z(t)50 for all times t, though żÞ0#. This
assumption is the analogue of the ‘‘thin lens approximation’’
in light optics in which the lens has no extension along the
direction of propagation of the rays.

C. Moving mirror and gravity

In the preceding section, we solved the problem of imag-
ing a pulse in a one-dimensional space-time using a moving
flat mirror, for the case in which the freely propagating rays
are straight. We next consider the case of motion in a gravi-
tational field. This will be important for the description of
our experiments later in this article. We assume a constant
gravitational acceleration of2g in the z direction ~that is,
thez axis is directed vertically upward!. An analysis similar
to that above leads then to the solution

zm~ t !5S t fzi2t izf
t f2t i

2
g

2
t f t i D S 12A~ t f2t !~ t i2t !

t f t i
D

1
t~zf2zi !

t f2t i
1
gt

2
~ t f1t i2t !, ~11!

where the boundary conditionzm(0)50 has been imposed.
This gives the following paraxial solution forzm(t):

zm~ t !.ut1
1

2
at2, ~12!

where

u5
1

2 S zft f 1
zi
t i
D1gS t f1t i

4 D , ~13!

a5
1

4 S 1t f 2
1

t i
D S zft f 2

zi
t i
D2

g

8 S t ft i 1
t i
t f

16D , ~14!

where the optical axis is now defined by the rays

z~ t !5H t~zi /t i1gti /2!2gt2/2 ~ t,0!

t~zf /t f1gtf /2!2gt2/2 ~ t.0!.
~15!

One finds that the effect of reflection of a paraxial ray on the
mirror is once again given by Eqs.~8! and ~9!, where the
focal length in the mirror matrix has now to be replaced by

f5
u2zi /t i2gti /2

2~a1g!
, ~16!

which is twice the relative acceleration of the ray and mirror
surface divided by their relative velocity.

Two simple examples will give a more intuitive under-
standing of imaging with the moving mirror. We restrict our-
selves to the caseu50 ~so that the thin lens approximation
applies! and consider first the imaging of a source such as a
magneto-optical trap~MOT! positioned above the mirror.
Atoms are released from the trap att5t i , and we choose to
form an image just above the surface of the mirror, after one
reflection at timet f522t i and a free flight (zi→zf50).
This is shown in Fig. 2~a!. From Eq. ~14! we derive the
required mirror acceleration a52g/4 and find
M5ut f /t i u52 as the magnification of the object in the image
plane. This can be utilized to map the vertical spatial struc-
ture of the magneto optical trap above the moving mirror
without being hindered by the velocity distribution of the
launched particles.

FIG. 2. Sample imaging situations.~a! An image is formed at
the mirror surface of the atomic position distribution in a source
such as a magnetic or magneto-optical trap positioned above the
mirror. ~b! An image is formed at the mirror surface of an object
also at the mirror surface.
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The second example is the imaging of a time-dependent
object atz50. This is sketched in Fig. 2~b!. The definition of
the object is most conviently done using the modulated mir-
ror, which can be made to reflect only a small packet of
atoms out of the falling cloud. The object~temporal slit! is
thus formed on the mirror atzi50 and, since the probe is
also very close to the mirror, it is imaged tozf50 as well.
Using this, we find the appropriate mirror acceleration
a52g/2 using the same method as before, which then
yields an image with a magnification ofM51. In this par-
ticularly simple and symmetric situation, the prediction
within the paraxial approximation is actually identical to the
exact solution of the equations of motion.

III. EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL

In our experiments, we used an evanescent light field
propagating along the surface of a piece of glass to act as a
mirror for incident cesium atoms@9–17#. For such a field,
the light intensity decreases exponentially in the direction
normal to the glass surface. The light field produces a repul-
sive potential for atoms in the ground state through the light
shift ~ac Stark shift! of the ground state energy level. The
potentialV(z,t) for the atom takes the form@8,9#

V~z,t !5
\V2~z50,t !

4d
e22kz, ~17!

wherez is the distance from the glass surface andV is the
Rabi frequency of the interaction between the light and the
atom. V2 is proportional to the light intensity, which de-
pends on bothz and timet. With d5vL2vA , we designate
the detuning between the light frequencyvL and the atomic
resonance frequencyvA .

To create a moving mirror, we require that the mirror
potentialV(z,t) move in thez direction. This can be done,
for example, by moving the glass surface, which would
move the origin ofz in Eq. ~17!. This is not convenient in
practice. However, the exponential function has the special
property that a change in its amplitude is equivalent to a
displacement of the function along thez axis. Therefore, to
cause the mirror to move, it is sufficient to cause the light
intensity to vary in time, which can be done easily in prac-
tice. The time variation ofV required to reproduce the effect
of a moving mirror with trajectoryzm(t) is

V~ t !e22kz[V~0!e22k@z2zm~ t !#. ~18!

To obtain the solution to the imaging problem in a gravi-
tational field, one substitutes the expression forzm(t) into
Eq. ~18!, which, for the particular case of paraxial motion,
@Eq. ~12!# takes the simple form

V~ t !5V~0!e22k~ut1at2/2!. ~19!

We now discuss the limitations on the maximal mirror
velocity and acceleration that arise from the facts that~i!
there are some experimental limitations on the maximal and
minimal values ofV(t) and ~ii ! this exponential potential is
not a ‘‘hard’’ mirror and the reflection of atoms with incident
velocity v i takes a time of order

tb[
1

kv i
, ~20!

referred to as the ‘‘bouncing time.’’
We requiretb to be small compared to the free flight time

~of order v i /g) between bounces,tb!uv i /gu,uv i12vmu/g;
otherwise, the motion cannot be divided into separate reflec-
tions and free flights as we are doing. For our experiments,
tb.1ms, while the free flights last several tens of millisec-
onds, so the condition is well satisfied. The bouncing time
also limits the maximum acceleration of the mirror surface,
since we require that the change of mirror velocityatb dur-
ing the time spent by a given atom in the exponential poten-
tial is small compared with a typical mirror velocityvm .
This condition requiresuau!uvmu/tb . For our experiments
uvmu does not exceed;1 cm/s, for reasons given in the next
paragraph, so the limitation corresponds touau!104g. Since
we use typicallya;g, we work well within the range of this
approximation. Neither of the requirements described so far
represent intrinsic limits of the experimental technique; they
merely circumscribe the degree to which the simple matrix
methods we have presented can be used to calculate the
atomic trajectories.

In practice the limitation of the available power gives an
upper limit on the potential:V(t),Vmax. On the other hand,
we should not decreaseV(t) below a certain valueVmin , for
which the atoms incident on the mirror will not be reflected
at all, but will stick to the glass. This puts an upper bound on
the timeDt during which the mirror can be moved continu-
ously; considering, for instance, a mirror with constant ve-
locity u5vm (a50), we get

Dt<
1

2kvm
ln
Vmax

Vmin
. ~21!

Consider atoms arriving on the mirror at velocityv i . In or-
der to get the required output velocityv f52v i12vm for at
least some fraction of the atoms,Dt should be much longer
than the bouncing timetb of the atoms on the exponential
potential. This implies

vm!
v i
2
ln
Vmax

Vmin
. ~22!

In practice,v i;20 cm/s andVmax/Vmin;2 so that we are
limited to vm<1 cm/s.

The limit on Dt is quite severe. Forvm51 cm/s and
1/k5231025 cm, we findDt56ms. This poses a problem,
because it means that the useful properties of the moving
mirror are only available during a very short time. Fortu-
nately, we can overcome this restriction by realizing the
equivalent of a Fresnel lens. Whenever the mirror potential
reaches the limiting valueVmin ~respectivelyVmax), we mul-
tiply ~respectively divide! this potential byV max/Vmin . After
this, the potentialV(t) is varied continuously according to
~19! until the next shift. The required mirror velocity, which
is the essential feature for imaging in the thin lens approxi-
mation, can then be obtained over times much greater than
Dt, except ford(t)-function spikes occurring at the multipli-
cation~division! events. We will denote this repeated multi-
plying of V(t) at the required instants by the notation
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@V~ t !#min
max. ~23!

The procedure is depicted in Fig. 3, which shows sample
variations with time of the measured evanescent wave power
in our experiment.

The abrupt shifts of the potential lead to a loss of resolu-
tion in the imaging properties of the system. To gain under-
standing of this, we have numerically solved the classical
equations of motion and we find that the main effect of the
shifts is that atoms whose trajectories are within the mirror
potential when the latter changes abruptly are dispersed over
a wide range of final velocities. In conditions comparable to
those of our experiments, the numerical calculations predict
that;80% of the rays from a point source cross the image
height within a time window of size;tb .

Finally, the effects of diffraction enter in two ways. The
finite total width in time of the optical elements gives rise to
diffraction that limits the behavior near focal points of the
trajectories. This is a standard limitation of optical systems,
but our experimental resolution is not fine enough to detect
it. The procedure of shifting the potential after each period
Dt introduces a further wave-optical effect. The wave func-
tion of a reflected atom is divided into sections of duration
Dt, which implies, by the properties of the Fourier transform
~energy–time uncertainty relation!, that the atom’s kinetic
energy is ill-defined, having a spread of orderDE;\/Dt.
This corresponds to a velocity spreadDv.DE/Mv i , where
M is the atom’s mass. Comparing this to the ‘‘classical’’

velocity change 2vm , we haveDv/2vm.\k/Mv i . In our
experiments,\k/M.2.5 mm/s andv i.25 cm/s, so the dif-
fractive velocity spread is about 1% of the total velocity
transfer. This is again too small to influence the experiments
described in this paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiments used the same apparatus that we have
described before@4#. Cesium atoms were allowed to fall in
high vacuum onto an evanescent light field formed by total
internal reflection of a laser beam inside a glass prism~Fig.
4!.

The vacuum system consisted of two glass chambers, one
70 cm above the other, with a differential pumping tube con-
necting them. The upper chamber was first evacuated by an
ion pump and a vapor of cesium was introduced. The pump
was then switched off and the vapor pressure held at around
631028 mbar by means of a cold finger. The lower chamber
was evacuated by a continuously running 20 l/s ion pump,
producing a background pressure less than 631029 mbar.
Atoms were loaded during 0.5 sec from the thermal vapor
into a magneto-optical trap in the upper chamber, and then
cooled and allowed to fall into the lower chamber, where
they were captured in a second MOT. This produced a useful
flux of atoms for the experiment~about 43107 atoms per
sec! while ensuring a very low partial pressure of cesium in
the background gas in the lower chamber. Once the atoms
were collected in the lower MOT, they were compressed by
reducing the intensity per laser beam in the MOT to 0.5
mW/cm2, and then cooled to 3.6mK during 20 ms by
switching off the magnetic quadrupole field and sweeping
the laser detuning tod529G, whereG/2p55.2 MHz is the
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the cesium atomic
transitiong56S1/2, F54→e56P3/2, F55.

FIG. 3. Modulation schemes for the experiments. The curves
show the power of the evanescent wave used in the experiment, as
a function of time. The waveforms were generated by a program-
mable function generator.~a! Constant mirror velocity.~b! Constant
mirror acceleration, lens experiment.~c! Multiple lenses. The tem-
poral resolution in this figure is limited by the sampling time of a
digital oscilloscope used to record the laser power. The function
generator produced a new voltage level each microsecond.

FIG. 4. Experimental setup~see text!.
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Light for the experiment was produced by diode lasers. A
grating-stabilized master laser was locked to the cesium line
by saturated absorption spectroscopy and used to injection-
lock two slaves, which provided light for both MOT’s. When
cooling the atoms, the laser detuning was changed by using a
magnetic field coil wound around the saturated absorption
cell to shift the frequency~by the Zeeman effect! of the
saturated absorption feature to which the laser was servo-
locked. A further laser stabilized to a Cs cell produced re-
pumping light at theFg53→Fe54 frequency. We found
that for the lower MOT to catch the slow~velocity
;3 m/s! atoms falling from the upper MOT, the intensity of
the repumping light could be an order of magnitude lower
than the intensity required for the upper MOT to capture
atoms efficiently from the thermal vapor.

Light for the evanescent wave~EW! was provided by a
high-power~200 mW! diode laser, injection-locked by a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector~DBR! diode laser. The high-power
beam passed through an acousto-optic modulator~AOM! fol-
lowed by a pair of elliptical apertures to remove stray light in
the wings of the spatial profile. The polarization was ad-
justed using waveplates, and the beam passed into a fused
silica prism inside the vacuum chamber, where it underwent
total internal reflection at an angle of incidence
u558°62°. The polarization was set to be linear in the
plane of reflection, which optimized the number of atoms
reflected. Under these conditions the decay length of the eva-
nescent wave is calculated to be

1

k
5

l

2pAn2sin2u21
~24!

5~0.1960.01! mm, ~25!

where l5852.1 nm is the laser wavelength in vacuum,
n51.452 is the refractive index of fused silica at this wave-
length. The uncertainty ink arises mostly from the uncer-
tainty in u. We can deducek more accurately from our
experiments, described below.

The Gaussian laser beam was focused to a spot size
(1/e2 intensity radius! of 400mm at the total internal reflec-
tion, and the beam’s ellipticity was such that the illuminated
spot on the glass surface was circular. We measured a power
of 100 mW in the laser beam before it entered the vacuum
system.

The frequency of the DBR laser, which sets the frequency
of the evanescent wave, was servo-locked to a transmission
peak of a 10 cm Fabry-Perot etalon. The chosen transmission
peak was set to be between one and two GHz~it was varied
for different experiments! above theFg54→Fe55 atomic
transition.

To modulate the intensity of the evanescent wave, we
turned the acousto-optic modulator on and off. When it was
fully on, more than 90% of the transmitted light fell in the
first diffracted order from the AOM, which was blocked by
the pinholes, thus reducing the EW intensity to less than
10% of its maximum value. This reduction is sufficient to
guarantee that no atom can bounce on the mirror. To vary the
intensity in a more general way, we used the circuit shown in
Fig. 5. An 80 MHz sine wave is produced by a voltage-
controlled oscillator and passed to rf switchA ~see Fig. 5!.

A general waveformf (t) (0< f (t)<1), involving frequen-
cies from dc up to a few MHz, is produced by a program-
mable function generator~Stanford Research Systems
DS345!, and sent to rf switchB. The outputs of the two
switches are then amplified and passed to a mixer, the output
of which is again amplified before being passed to the AOM.
The AOM thus receives either nothing~both switches off!, a
pure 80 MHz sine wave (A on,B off!, or an 80 MHz signal
modulated by the programmed waveformf (t) ~both switches
on!. This causes the EW intensity beImax, 0.1Imax, or
Imaxg(t) @with g(t)[(120.9f (t)#, respectively, assuming a
linear response of the system. The switching time for the
synthesiser-AOM system is of the order of 1ms. This is of
the order of the bouncing timetb of the atoms and well
below the required timeDt>6ms during which the mirror
position is continuously varied. Therefore, this finite switch-
ing time should not introduce significant deviations of the
signal from the predictions obtained for an infinitely short
multiplication or division time of V(t) by the factor
Vmax/Vmin . This was confirmed by including the experimen-
tal switching time in the numerical calculations.

The evanescent wave ‘‘mirror for atoms’’ is positioned
;3.3 mm below the center of the lower MOT. It therefore
takes the freely falling atoms a timeT.26 ms to reach the
mirror surface. In general, our experimental procedure was to
manipulate the mirror so as to produce a sequence of optical
elements centered at timesT and 3T. These are the times at
which the center of the cloud of atoms arrives at the mirror
surface. After the third bounce the atoms are detected at
t.5T by switching on a probe laser beam positioned at vari-
able heightH above the surface of the mirror. The probe
beam has a truncated Gaussian profile having a total width
200mm. This width implies a temporal resolution of 0.8 ms
for the detection of atomic arrival times in the probe. The
probe beam is modulated in frequency at 56 kHz, and made
near resonant with theFg54→Fe55 atomic transtion. Its
absorption by the atoms is detected by a photodiode and
lock-in amplifier. This time-of-flight signal gives information
on the vertical distribution of the atoms after their interac-
tions with the time-dependent mirror. Data were accumu-
lated over a period of several minutes by repeating the ex-
perimental cycle.

FIG. 5. Mixing circuit used to generate the modulation of the
evanescent wave.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Acceleration of atoms using a moving mirror

Our first experiment with the moving mirror was to pro-
duce a constant velocityvm of the mirror surface, and thus
impart a velocity kick to the bouncing atoms in close anal-
ogy with the action of a tennis racket. To produce the con-
stant velocity of the mirror, we program the function genera-
tor to produce an AOM output ofImaxg(t) with

g~ t !5@ebt#min
1 , ~26!

where the square brackets denote the action of repeated res-
caling described at the end of Sec. III@Fig. 3~a!#. In the
experiments the ratio 1/min was typically 2. The mirror was
pulsed ‘‘on’’ for two short pulses of duration 1 ms and 0.8
ms, separated by 53 ms, to select a small range of atomic
velocities. In a calibration experiment, the the mirror was
kept at constant intensity (vm50) and the atomic time-of-
flight ~TOF! curve was recorded. Then the experiment was
repeated using a modulated mirror in the second pulse, and
the shift in arrival time of the atoms in the probe allowed
their velocity change to be deduced. Figure 6 shows the ob-
served velocity change of the reflected atoms, as a function
of mirror velocityvm5b/2k. We obtain a linear dependence
as expected, and if we assume the ‘‘mirror law’’
v f2v i52vm , the data allow us to deduce the value
k2150.19360.004mm, in agreement with the expectation
described in Sec. IV.

The pulse arriving in the probe laser beam 53 ms after the
second mirror pulse had a temporal width of 1.3 ms if the
second pulse was unmodulated. This is consistent with ex-
pectations when the initial pulse width~1 ms!, probe beam
diameter, and vertical heating due to scattered photons are
taken into account: The probe beam had a width of about 200
mm, which gives rives to a TOF width of 0.7 ms for atomic
velocities of 25 cm/s as used in the experiment. Photon scat-
tering has to be considered as well. At a detuning of 2 GHz
for the tennis experiments we expect about 0.26 scattered
photons per atom and bounce. There are two bounces before
the probing so that on average every second atom has a
chance to absorb a single photon from the evanescent wave.
The recoil-induced velocity change amounts to 1.4% of the
incident atomic speed and gives rise to a maximum variation

of 1.4 ms in the time of flight after two bounces. Neither of
these three contributions~initial pulse width, probe diameter,
number of absorbed photons! depends on the intensity of the
evanescent wave@10,11#.

However, we find that the TOF signal depends on the
properties of the modulated mirror. When the mirror velocity
is increased, the width of the atomic velocity distribution
increases@Fig. 7~a!#, while its height decreases@Fig. 7~b!#.
The area of the velocity distribution also slightly decreases
~by less than 50 %! betweenvm50 mm/s andvm510 mm/s.
The spreading is much larger than that predicted by numeri-
cal calculations for an evanescent wave power proportional
to g(t) as given by Eq.~26!. We found that nonlinearities in
the response of our acousto-optic modulator could, in prin-
ciple, be sufficient to account for this effect, since they lead
to different effective accelerations at different times. The ex-
perimental response of the AOM is given in Fig. 8. A devia-
tion from the calculated curve is noticeable when the trans-
mitted light has a high intensity, i.e., in the first 20% of the
time sequence. During this period, the effective velocity of
the mirror can thus be reduced by a factor of up to three
compared to the expected value. The corresponding asym-
metric broadening of the TOF signal is increased whenvm
increases. The contribution of these nonlinearities could be
compensated for in future work by taking into account the
response function when generating the synthesized function
f (t). As mentioned in Sec. III, there is another loss and
broadening mechanism related to the fact that there are finite
switching times between the exponentials during which the
atoms undergo a large acceleration of inverse sign. This ef-
fect is nonnegligible at mirror speeds abovevm51 cm/s but

FIG. 6. Velocity change of atoms reflected from a moving mir-
ror. Each data point represents an experiment in which the evanes-
cent wave power varied exponentially with time, giving rise to a
given constant mirror velocity. The simple lawv f2v i52vm is thus
verified.

FIG. 7. ~a! Velocity spread~FWHM! of atoms after reflection on
a moving mirror, and~b! corresponding peak height of the time-of-
flight signal, as a function of mirror velocity. These results demon-
strate the imperfections of the experimental setup. The major im-
perfection is believed to be a nonlinear response of the acousto-
optic modulator used to vary the evanescent wave power, rather
than the intrinsic limitations of the method.
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simulations show that it should be still too small to explain
Fig. 7. Also, the slightly decelerating influence of the Van
der Waals force is much too small to come into play.

B. Imaging with a time lens

We demonstrate imaging by the time sequence shown in
Fig. 9 @cf. Fig. 2~b!#. Two short pulses~each of duration
0.4 ms! of the EW intensity centered around timet5T pro-
duce an ‘‘object,’’ that is, a distribution of times of reflection
on the mirror, since only atoms arriving when the EW is on
are reflected. We then cause the mirror to act as a lens cen-
tered aroundt53T, with the acceleration chosen so as to
form an image at the heightH of the probe beam~0.5 mm!,
centered at t5(41A122H/gT2)T54.999T. We used
T526.5 ms.

The function generator is programmed to producef (t)
such that the evanescent wave intensity varies asImaxg(t),
where

g~ t !5@ekat2#min
1 , ~27!

with a52g/2.
Figure 10 shows the observed time-of-flight signals with

the mirror stationary during the second bounce and with the
moving mirror acting as a lens. We find that the lens enables
us to form a true image of the two-peaked object. A series of
measurements using objects of different spacing confirmed
the expected 1:1 magnification within 10%. The resolution

depended on the total duration of the lens, becoming worse
as the duration was increased~the duration of our temporal
lens corresponds to the diameter of a familiar spatial lens!.
This implies that the resolution was limited by the nonlinear
response mentioned in the preceding section rather than the
finite width of the probe. For a lens of total duration 5 ms,
the two peaks were just resolved when they were separated
by 1.3 ms. We use the criterion that the peaks are resolved
when a local minimum appears between them.

We can generate the atom optical equivalent of Billet’s
split lens@18# by programming the mirror to produce a set of
lenses during the second bounce of the atomic cloud. The
variation of the evanescent wave power for the case of two
lenses is shown in Fig. 3~c!. A total duration of 4.5 ms was
divided into two sections, each containing a seperate lens
programmed independently into the function generator. The
expected motion of a selected atomic packet is shown in Fig.
11. The experimental TOF curve, measured at timet55T, is
shown in Fig. 12, where we varied the number of lenses in
the second pulse from one@Fig. 12~b!# up to five@Fig. 12~f!#,
while keeping the total pulse duration constant. Another
atom optical device — not demonstrated here but also easy
to generate — would be a Fresnel biprism consisting of a
mirror moving with positive velocity in the first half and
with negative velocity in the second half of the second eva-
nescent wave pulse~centered at timet53T). Such multiple
optical compenents could be used for coherent beam split-
ting, though the coherence times involved are longer than
those of current atomic sources.

FIG. 9. Time sequence used to demonstrate imaging of a two-
pulse object.

FIG. 11. Time sequence used to demonstrate the realization of
Billet’s split lens.

FIG. 8. Response of the acousto-optic modulator. The points
show the measured evanescent wave power as a function of time in
a sample experiment, while the line is the variation required to
produce a constantvm .

FIG. 10. Time-of-flight signals demonstrating imaging. The
curves show the absorption of the probe beam as a function of time
for an unmodulated mirror (d) and a mirror modulated so as to
produce a temporal lens (h). When the lens is used, the image of
the object—consisting of two pulses separated by 3 ms—appears.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the general idea of manipulating the
motion of particles using time-dependent optical elements
and shown than this can be a useful way of solving some of
the basic technological problems in the field of atom optics,
such as imaging. The moving mirror method solves the gen-
eral problem of manipulating atomic motion along the direc-
tion normal to the mirror surface in the case of a pulsed
source. It does not address the problem of imaging in the
other ~transverse! directions. However, for our experiments
we do not, in fact, use a flat mirror, but one with a radius of
curvature of 2 cm@11#. This means that if we were to drop
the atoms from around 1 cm above the mirror, while also
moving the mirror to focus the vertical motion, then a com-
plete three-dimensional image of the atom source could be
reconstructed.

We find that the potential produced by an evanescent light
wave has two useful properties. First, it is produced by a
light field and so can be varied rapidly~compared with mag-
netic fields and material objects!. Second, its exponential
form leads to a particularly simple analysis of the problem,
since a change in amplitude is equivalent to a spatial trans-
lation of the potential. A third property, the short decay
length of the potential, is useful in that it ensures that the
optical element is thin and in that it reduces the heating due
to scattered photons, but it also limits the time during which
the potential can be changed continuously.

We have experimentally demonstrated three basic effects.
The first is a simple velocity shift of an atomic beam by

several times the recoil velocity associated with the light.
The second is the imaging of a pulsed source. Numerical
calculations show that the spatial resolution obtainable is of
the order of the decay length of the evanescent wave, which
is a fraction of a micrometer in our case, but the resolution in
these first experiments was limited by imperfections in the
apparatus. The third effect demonstrated is the formation of
multiple images of a point source using a set of temporal
lenses.

The modulated mirror can also serve as a diagnostic tool
for the analysis of an atomic source. By allowing two
bounces on lenses of different acceleration — corresponding
to a strongly diverging lens followed by a converging one—a
simple microscope could be constructed, allowing one to
probe detailed structure in the source. Alternatively, a pair of
short pulses can be used to select a small set of atomic tra-
jectories, which corresponds to selecting atoms originating
from a small range of initial velocity and position. By mov-
ing the center times of the pulses while repeating the experi-
mental cycle, one can map the complete distribution of the
atoms in the phase space of the vertical motion@(z,vz)
space#. We have built such a map, and deduced from it the
temperature and density in our MOT. In principle, correla-
tions between velocity and position can be observed this
way, although we did not find any at the limited resolution of
the measurements. By employing the methods of tomogra-
phy @19–21#, the complete initial Wigner function of the
atoms could be deduced.

Finally, the modulated mirror can be used to investigate

FIG. 12. ~a! Multiple images of a point
source, obtained by programming the mirror
modulation so as to produce within the same time
window — during the second bounce of the at-
oms — a sequence of lenses~a multiple lens!.
The total duration of the lens sequence was fixed
at 4.5 ms, so individual lenses had a width in time
equal to a fraction of this.~a! Unmodulated mir-
ror, ~b!–~f! multiple lens consisting of 1–5
lenses. The data can be fitted by summing to-
gether several Lorentzian curves having the same
functional form as the image obtained with a
single lens~b!. The functions making such a fit
are shown by the dotted curves. The roughly
Lorentzian form is due in part to aberrations aris-
ing from the nonlinear response of the system, as
discussed in the text, and in part to the truncated
Gaussian profile of the probe laser beam.
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the phenomenon of diffraction in time, that is, the spreading
of the atomic trajectories implied by wave mechanics when-
ever the trajectories are restricted to a narrow range of arrival
times at some position~here, the mirror surface!. This will be
explored in future work.
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